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With Transit, you will be well protected!     
Our new line of ICC bumpers give you everything you are looking for: safety, style and reliability for loading 
operations.  

Extreme durability 
Our aluminum and galvanized steel ICC bumpers are corrosion resistant, giving your truck body a longer life. It will remain 
beautiful and rust-free, in addition to offering you foolproof strength!

Discover our new ICC bumpers     
We have harmonized our line of ICC bumpers to allow you to quickly and fully benefit from the best products developed by 
our engineering team.

Discover a different kind of truck body!

Aluminum ICC bumper    
ICC made of a 4" heavy-duty extruded aluminum tube with non-slip surface.

Galvanized ICC bumper     
ICC made of a 4" galvanized steel tube with non-slip surface.

Both types features high resistance Dock Bumpers of 1 ½" x 3 ½" x 8" made of 
superimposed rubber and polymer. 

ICC aluminum bumper shown here.   
Visit www.transit.ca/en/bumpers 

to see photos of the different types.

Aluminum full-loop ICC bumper with extension  
Full-loop ICC bumper including a non-slip step centered on the passenger side, 
and non-slip surfaces on step and extension.

Galvanized full-loop ICC bumper with extension 
Full-loop ICC bumper including a non-slip step centered on the passenger side, 
and non-slip surfaces on step and extension.

Both types features high resistance Dock Bumpers of 1 ½" x 3 ½" x 8" made of 
superimposed rubber and polymer. 

Galvanized Full Loop ICC bumper
with extension shown here.   
Visit www.transit.ca/en/bumpers 

to see photos of the different types.

Aluminum ICC bumper with extension    
The extension is made of a 4'' extruded aluminum tube, with non-slip 
surfaces on the ICC and the extension.

Galvanized ICC bumper with extension    
The extension is mae of a 4 "galvanized steel tube, with non-slip surfaces on 
the ICC and the extension.

Both types features high resistance Dock Bumpers of 1 ½" x 3 ½" x 8" made of 
superimposed rubber and polymer. Galvanized ICC bumper

with extension shown here.   
Visit www.transit.ca/en/bumpers 

to see photos of the different types.

Choose the Right ICC Bumper
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